


The Fantail 

This is the area we are working on now, using the native tool in Lightwave, noticeably the Rounder Tool we need to do 
some prep work so when we get to use Rounder we should have no difficulties, this approach took me over a month to work 
out.   

Now we need to swap the Front-view blueprint and replace with the Aft-view Blueprint.

Copy a few (I picked 3) segments, that cover this area that you see above the Hull.



Copy (Ctrl + c) them and Paste (Ctrl + v) into a new layer, this section is a little longer than I want it to be.

Zooming in to this and with all segments selected I them Merge them, (Shift + z).

Then I select the Points as you see above.



And I deleted them.

Then I use the Array Tool (Ctrl + y) and set it to Radial, then entered 100 into the number field and set it into the Z-Axis.

This is your result, now press (m) to Merge the Points.

We are creating a new surface to work on this area, a fresh canvas in many ways. 



When you Merge the Points you should eliminate 200 Points.

As the rear area of this is over the upper cowl area of the Hangar deck Doors I am using my Knife Tool to cut down along 
the area.

Then I deleted the Polygons in this area.



Use the Spline Drawing Tool & trace around the Hangar Doors area, when done use the Set Value (v) Tool to place it on the 
center X-axis.

Now use the Extrude Tool, pull back and down slightly to cover the area we are to Boolean.

Check to see if these Points (above) are straight, select the Points and use the Stretch Tool to pull then into shape, a straight 
line down from the end of the curve as possible, without ruining the upper curve. 



Now in the back/front view-port, Extrude the shape out to the side of the ship.

Now for the Fantail create a Spline line following the curve as best you can, then center it using the Set Value (v) tool and 
set it to the X-axis.

Select the curve and Extrude down and back slightly.



Then Extrude the Fantail shape out to the side. 
Note: I have Extruded out to the same side as the Hangar area spline.

Then select half of the Hangar area and delete it. 
Note: I have selected the same side as the Hangar area spline shapes to remain

You could use the Set Value tool to make sure that the center Points will remain within the area of the X-axis. 

All that you should have is what you see above.



Then with the Hangar area cutting shape in the background layer, Boolean-cut out the shape, set to Subtract.

The first cut done, now we do the same for the Fantail, check that you have a clean curve and it move into the straight line  
without any bumps.

As before with the Hangar deck area in the foreground and the cutting shape in the background Boolean-cut it out. 

Do not delete these Boolean-cutting cutting shapes, especially this Fantail one (seen in the background layer seen as black 
wire-frame) as we will need it later for the Hangar deck disc shape.  



After you Boolean-cut the area, you will (possibly) get this  Artifact popping out from the bottom of the curve, its not a 
problem as we are going to delete all the newly cut area from the center.

Select all the inner area as you see above and delete it. 
You will also note that in the Right View-port there are a number of single Points connected to nothing, delete them.

Use the Statistic (w) option in Point Mode in the bottom bar and in the window select the 0 Polygons and delete them. 
The selected Points will illuminate. Note: the one on the Hangar shape, this one is OK to remove. 

 

We will need to remove some more wayward Points from our Boolean-cuts and here we need to take some care and not  
remove any Point that hold the curve of the shape, either on the Hangar deck or the lower Fantail. 

And we cannot use the Statistics tool (either) and just delete them for the same reason, so we are carefully going to check 
the Hangar deck area first to see what can go and what cannot!



I selected these Points above that are not connected to the horizontal segment line.

By the looks of things are not needed that much to hold and maintain the curve, these Points are very close to the segment  
line Points not to cause much problem for use. 

So I deleted these, you will have to use your own judgment in this area, the important thing is to maintain a smooth curve as  
possible.

Moving on down also selected these and deleted them, again these Points are not required so they can be removed with out 
much concern.



For the Fantail I will be leaving most of them, you will have to use your own judgment for this section, some Points are so 
close together they could be Welded or deleted (up to you).

From here I use the Knife Tool to add my own segments, Knife Tool is found under Multiply and subdivide in the side bar. 

I place the  Knife  as close as I can to the lower  Point and then drag the  Knife Control Bars at either end, with  Ctrl key 
pressed to constrain the movement. You can use the Zoom Tool here to move in and out to ensure its set up as you want it to  
be, you can also adjust the T bars on the Knife Tool in the other view-port to adjust it.

Check it out and ask yourself if its better with or without the Point been there, remember there is no one way to use 
lightwave to build Models, for those new to Modeling you will learn this soon enough. 

  

When I find these two close Points I need to decide where I want to cut with the Knife Tool, so I have to decide which helps 
the Model more, in this case I decided on the one with the yellow arrow and made the cut over that Point.



Then I select these 2 surfaces area´s and Merge them Shift + z.

Then what do I do with this Point, delete it or use it. This one makes very little difference to it so I remove it.

This next Point (orange arrow) gives me pause for thought, the Point is slap bang between the next logical place to use the  
Knife Tool, so I deleted it to see what effect it would have, add a Knife cut to the yellow Point.

After deleting this Point, I found I did in-fact have to Restore it back to where it was



 It has a slight influence on the curve we want to maintain so used the Knife Tool again here.

So here is the next cut, right over that Point indicated by the Orange Arrow.

The next 1 or 2 Points to grab my attention. 

I ask myself here, can I use them, or do I remove them, I decided to use them, so I use a new tool 
called weld average, its is found under detail in the top bar tabs and under Points in the Side Bar Tools. 

When used it will bring both Points together to a Point between them.
 

There is no keyboard short cut for weld average, I find it a useful tool
but you can give it one by pressing Alt F9, check your user manual to see how its done.



Then I continued with the Knife operation as normal cutting up from the Welded Points as before.
As I don´t want to use too many images to show what I am doing, it is very repetitive and you get the idea. What I am doing 
is this, I am making the Segments work for me as I did with the forward section of the secondary hull. 

So have a look at the image above and see what I have done, they say a picture is worth as 1000 words. I hope so!. As you 
can see I used the Knife Tool (Yellow Arrows) across from the Bottom of the Fantail working up until I got to where you 
see the (Red Arrow).
Then I made one more cut (green arrow) from the bottom of the secondary hull after the end of the Fantail curve. Then I  
used the BandSaw Pro tool (orange arrow), from the bottom of the hull. As the BandSaw Pro cut only cut as far as the (red 
arrow), I used the Knife Tool to cut up from there and cleaned up the expected 2 Points by Welding them. 

You will  also note that  I  removed many,  if  not  all  of  the triangular  shapes near  the Rim of the Fantail  curve,  first  I  
Connected (L) the Points (green arrow), then I Merged the 2 triangles together indicated by the Orange Arrow.



Then I selected all the lower Points and using the Merge Point Tool (m) and changed the settings to see that we don´t have 
two closely packed Points, enter the setting you see above and see if you remove any, always checking the curve and that it  
is not distorted by removal of any Points. 

Now you select the Extrude Tool or press Shift + e and Extrude to the side.

Then select the surface as you see above, including the large flat piece. If this is not picked, it will remain as a vertices only 
to be removed later. 

This I am hoping will give use a nice smooth curve in both the Hangar and the Fantail area,



Then using the Set Value (v) tool set to X-axis and OK it.

The result, the Port-side is Flattened against the Star-board side in the center. 

Delete the Flattened surface.



Mirror it on the X-axis. 
Now we can add the half disc shape of the Hangar door platform as I don´t want to make any changes to the Hangar deck area that we  
have just completed.

So I Copied the Hangar and Pasted it into a New Layer, again, if I make a mistake it will not as big a mistake as it could be  
due to using the original.

I like to back up the object I am about to alter or build on to, its create I will admit a lot of redundant objects, but this has  
saved my bacon a few time.

Then I Created a new Disc and entered the setting you see above, it look Wider than it is in Length based on some of the 
Original Model Images I have seen on the net, so I adjusted the disc to reflect that. 

Note: the Radius in the X-axis and the X-axis. 



You can see it in the image above, the wider area between the Hangar Doors and the shell of the hull. When you see the area 
just aft of the Hangar Doors, many thanks too C. M. Trice picture collection.

I then use the Knife Tool to cut through the side of the Disc slightly inside the body of the Hangar area.

Delete the larger area.

Then using the  Extend Tool and pull the 1/2 disc down far enough so that our Boolean-ed Fantail shape can cut out the 
shape. 



Then I selected on side of the Polygons on the side and Copy them.

Then Paste it in a new layer. 

With this done I place the Fantail Cutting Shape used earlier in the background.

Press (m) to Merge any Points, and selecting any unattached wayward Points as before and delete them. I have 18 Points on 
the top line and I remove any wayward Points on the bottom line to tie in with the 18 Points above. 



Switching to a top view, I then Extruded back out to one side as we had done with main body of the Hangar bay.

Select the Polygons on one side.

Use the Set Value Tool or use the keyboard shortcut letter (v) and set to X-axis and OK it.

 To Flatten it to the X- axis and delete, then press (m) to Merge any Points.



Mirror it to the X-axis.

Now to Boolean these two objects, Shift + b to open the Boolean command and set to Union.

Connected, now Merge the Points (m) and OK it.

I eliminated 15 Points, you may get a different result.



You will have an over lapping surface left over from the Boolean operation, selected and delete it.
 

You will have a few Points to remove from here a little later, also I will be or seem to be jumping from one area to another,  
some parts we have to prepare before we can work on it.

but first to make things easier again lets remove half of the object, reduces the chance of making costly mistakes.

There have been times when I would be cleaning Points or Welding Points only to find I was also selecting Points on the  
other side of the model, and finding I over shot my undo option and I cannot go further back to fix what I have done. So  
when I can work on one side I do. 

And again we have the remaining side.

You don´t have too remove half of the object, but I find it can be a life saver many times, and it can speed up your building  
process from time to time.



Back to the Points, select these Points and check to ensure that there are only 2 Points and not more. 

If you get an error using the Rounder tool, it could be caused around here, so take note.

Next select these Points (above) on the top of the Landing Platform, except the one at the outer surface (red arrow). 

Select the Points close to the Red Indicated Point,  Start at the Green Arrow Point and then select all the Points until you 
reach the Yellow Indicated Point which is the destination Point for the Welded Points.

Then weld (Ctrl – w) them all too the Point as you see above.

This is a temporary solution, the Rounder does not work on triangles at all, so I will be fixing this later.



Now I am going to do the same thing at the bottom of the Fantail. Only a few will be select where the curve is almost  
straight (almost) and repeat the same procedure as before. Leave the Red, select the green, stopping at the yellow. 

And Weld them or press Ctrl – w shortcut, so that these Points shift up to this new location.

Repeat this at the top of the Hangar. Leave the Red Points alone, select only the green and work down to the yellow arrow 
then Weld, don´t weld to the start of the inward curve (bottom red arrow).



This is our result for this. The reason I am doing it, later I want to use the Rounder Tool and I think this will make it easier.

This is my Rounder Tool experiment and now we finish with this preparation for it.

Using the BandSaw Pro again enter the setting above or too where both object surfaces meet i.e. the Hangar platform, and 
the secondary hull adjusting the value area as needed. I have mine set to 81.2% in the value field.

Select both Points.



Connect them, keyboard shortcut cap letter L. 

Top of the Hangar, I then selected the Polygons you see above, starting with the Green Arrow and moving around selecting 
Polygons as I go, to the Orange Arrow (inner poly).

Use the Cut tool like the BandSaw Pro tool, But this work on triangles, now adjust the cut area in the white field with the 
orange bar to set the distance. 

You many get different results depending on how you select the surface, if you select the triangles from left to right or from 
right to left will effect the side where the cut is made.  



We cannot just Connect these Points now, there is a misalignment on this Polygon. 

So select the polygon and delete it.

Select the four Points on the outside, following the Points.



Press (p) on your keyboard to make a new Polygon surface.

So the same with the next empty section and fill it.

Depending on the sequence of the Point selection the poly may appear with the polygon facing away, unlike its seen in the  
image above, if so press (f) to Flip surface. 

Now we look to the lower Fantail area. With BandSaw Pro, select a few Polygons on the Fantail adjust the value so that the 
cut arrives to the Platform edge.

I want the BandSaw Pro to line up with the bottom area of the landing platform, or as close as possible, take your time with 
it.



Then Weld the Point made by the BandSaw Pro to the Point already there so not to effect the platform curved shape, select  
these 2 Points and weld them Ctrl + w. 

Now under the Fantail select the Points and Merge them before it really start to curve down.

Check to see it does not disturb the curve to much in the right side profile, a slight change should be OK for us to get a way  
with.



Now we move to the side and select them, open the BandSaw Pro and moving the cutting slide across to where it looks to 
line up with the Main Hangar area as you see indicated by the Yellow Arrows. 

With the BandSaw Pro still open, change the operation from edit to add and place new cuts into the field until they line up 
(more or less) with the main hangar. 

You will note that I have adjusted the lowest cut (lowest yellow arrows) so that its a little higher up from the bottom this is  
to give us more breathing room for the rounding operation. 

I will be making another alteration in this area later, I think its a necessary one and only because we are using the Rounder  
tool, we need some room for the Rounder to use or else we will have Segment lines and Points over lapping each other, this  
is something we need to avoid.

Now I Connect all the Points using the Connect option + keyboard short-cut (L).



I Connected all of them on the side as you see above.

I then selected the Point you see indicated, and moved it up slightly in the Side View-port.

I would like to do the same thing to the Outer Point (green arrow) to have more room for the Rounding Operation.

Now mirror it, X-axis, then press (m) to Merge Points. (in the event we need to remove some).



Now go back to the bottom of the Fantail and select the triangles and “cut”  them.

The setting above worked for me and it will depend on how you select the Polygons dictates the cutting side or angle.

Once you have the cut made, you will have too Weld the Points as you see above, green to yellow or else the Rounder Tool 
will fail to work.

Once again use BandSaw Pro to make a new cut on the inside, and repeat the cut on the other side.

Remember the Rounder tool only works on 4 sided polygon and all this preparation is for that tool to work without giving  
us to much trouble, or that is my hope for this. Jettobevel a free Plugin would help here, but can be slow in some areas, or  
Vertibevel, not free would be also very useful and has many more options offer.



Like so, you do this by simply reversing the setting using the reverse option seen above, or you could just mirror one side as  
you done before.

Once again select these triangles and use the Cut tool to line up with the BandSaw Pro cuts made earlier. 

Like so.



Welding the Points.

Then repeat the Cut at the bottom as at the top, Welding the Points as before to the BandSaw Pro cuts.
 

Now SAVE!!. 

We will be using the Rounder Tool later on the Rim / Edge of the Fantail and Hangar area later, this is why I have been 
adding more cuts on the Fantail area and around the Hangar Entrance area to facilitate this. 

We have just completed the overall shape of the Hangar deck, save for the Hangar Doors and the alcove area surrounding 
the Doors. 



Go back to your Original Secondary Hull shape and select the aft disc and copy it.

You can always recreate it if you did not Copy it.

Paste it in a new layer, You can perhaps see in the image above that the disc is slightly wider than the inner cowl area. You  
will also see that I have moved the disc forward and closer to the Hangar platform area.

It will be close to the same scale as the inner alcove or cowl area of the Hangar deck area where we need to Boolean-cut 
out, or it might need a minor adjusting using the Size tool. 

Change the scale using the Size Tool to fit the inner curve.



You can see the slight shift in scale in the image above, its not much but a necessary alteration.

Place the Hangar in the background so you can see the level of the landing platform and use the Knife Tool and cut across 
the side view (easier to do), cut along the background line as you see above.

Then select the lower section and delete it.



Now once you happy and have deleted the bottom section, Extrude the remaining piece inside of the hull.

Now before I Boolean cut the shape. 

I copied the Hangar and pasted it into a New Layer to be on the Safe Side! 
I suggest you do the same.

You will see that I have selected the Points on the inner area of the hull which I moved to the location you see above. 

This is roughly the right area, a best guess really based on the information page by Charles Casimiro 
on page 5 in the first PDF file.



Then I pressed Size or Shift + h, on the keyboard then in the Side View-port. 
I placed the mouse cursor in the area indicated by the Green Arrow and Left Mouse Clicked to set the coordinates. press (n) 
to open the Numerical Tool and changed the factor to “104.0%”, or to where it looks to line up with the angle of the wire-
frame in the background and Apply.

Now Place the Hangar in the foreground layer and the cutting shape in the background layer as you see above.

Now Boolean-cut the hangar, Operation set to Subtract and OK it.

We are left with the alcove area of the hangar, now Merge the Points, keyboard (m) and eliminate them.



You many get a different result, but I removed 108 Points.

Then I removed half of the Model again too work on one side, taking care not to select surfaces on the other side, use the  
Set Value (v) tool for it, same as we did for the forward section.

Check the bottom area, just in-case you have also selected the polygon surfaces on the other side of the Model.

There is nothing worse after you think your finished a section of a Model only to find that you blundered some where, and 
over something simple. Get into the habit of double checking any major change to the Model.

Next Select & Copy the Polygons as you see above, then delete it. (the inner area will be deleted later as it´s no longer  
required).



Then Paste (Ctrl+v) the copied surface into a new layer, we are going to clean this up so we can again use the Rounder tool.

Then I selected the Polygons in this area to start cleaning this up.

Then I Merge them using the Shift + z option on the keyboard.

I select these Points indicated and delete them, The two Yellow Arrows show Points that are very close to the Segment line 
Points that will need to connect to the background segment line. Don´t delete them, weld to the segment line if possible.



Here is a closer look, (zoom in with the PDF control), select the Points that are not on the Background Wire-frame line and  
delete.

Then I started to select 2 Points top and lower and connected them (L). I will not be connecting the Point indicate in the  
circle.

Now I select the Points going down the inside, but this time I select the Points that are on the background wire-frame line, 
the colored area will be Merged using the Shift + z and internal remaining Point is to be deleted.



You should have this, now continue down the side.

I am going to delete that background alcove surface in favor of this new one.

Selecting the single Points further down the inner side and deleting them.

Check this corner and if you have 2 Points Weld them (Ctrl+w). This is going to be the new alcove for the Model.



Check to see if these Points need to be leveled. If you think it does use the Stretch Tool (h).

Now I mirrored it to the X-axis. (we need to mirror for the next phase).

Placing the Right View-port back to the side view and I now Extrude (shift + e) the object to the area indicated above.

Then select all the Points in what is the interior of the secondary hull.



Use the  Stretch Tool (h), placing the mouse cursor somewhere around the top area and draw the  Points into a straight 
vertical line as you see above.

Now select all the outer surfaces (activate symmetry to help in this) and when all selected.

Delete them, you will also see surface´s in the area indicated by yellow arrows.

Select and delete.



Now select the Points as seen above, select the Points in sequence going around the shape so you can make a surface shape  
after a minor adjustment, then using the Size tool, press Shift + F5 to set the Mode for Action Center: Mouse.  

You can change the Modes in the Bottom Bar Options. 

Now press Numeric Option (n)and when the window appears alter the Factor to 104.0% in the field and Apply repeating the 
action we did on the Boolean cutting shape. While the Points are still selected press (p)

Press (p), the keyboard command to make Polygon to fill the empty area that will house the Hangar Doors, this is why I  
asked you to select the Points in sequence.



Select a few Polygons on the inner alcove wall and activate the band saw tool, and see if you get a clear cut around the inner 
area of the hull (as you see in the image above). 

You can now undo the BandSaw Pro cut”, as it was only a test for the rounder tool operation later on in the tutorial. 

BandSaw Pro
We have used BandSaw Pro a few times over this tutorial, most of the times when you cannot cut through Polygons surfaces 
with BandSaw Pro is due to an additional Point connected to a 4 Point polygon or patch, or some other obstruction like a 
vertices or vertex, if the BandSaw Pro does not work nor will the rounder tool as far as I have found, and with the BandSaw 
Pro tool you don´t get warning to worry about.

As you have undone the BandSaw Pro cut, select all the Polygons on the surface of the platform and Merge them using the 
Shift + z on your keyboard

Then in the wire-frame view select the Point that where connected to the deleted Polygons and delete them all save the  
central one on the Z-axis line.



Now select the platform surface and we will now Bevel (b) it, when the new window opens adjust the Inset field to about 5´.

Then select the Polygons at the sides (4 of them) and Merge them, Shift+z, this will make the rounding operation a little 
cleaner.

Now select the Points you see above and connect them, keyboard letter (L), and now if you have the Symmetry tab activated 
both sided will be selected. 

Tip: without these Points connected the “symmetry” option will not work.  Shift + Y activates symmetry.



Copy the alcove you can press Ctrl + c to copy.

Paste it back into the Hangar area, Ctrl + Z, and press (m) to Merge the Points. 

Note: The symmetry tool many not work on the inner alcove once reconnected to the Hangar area, if so select one-side 
          of the object again and use the Set value Tool to the X-axis, and then mirror it again it makes thing a little quicker

Now select these surface Polygons at the start of the curve down, if the symmetry option is working this will be slightly  
quicker.



Now Merge them (Shift + z). We need to remove these for now as I want to use the Rounder Tool to take the sharpness from 
this Point, if this remains we will have some unnecessary artifacts created when Rounder is used. 

Do the same merging for these Polygons in the alcove area. (Shift +Z).

To what you see here.



Now select the 4 Points at this area.

Now we give these Points some rounder action to take that sharpness out it it. Press Rounder under Multiply again press (n) 
to open the Numeric Tool and enter the setting you see above. We want a smooth curve here also.

Select the Points on the inner alcove rim only and press the Rounder tool.



Now press Rounder and enter setting you think works best, you can enter the settings as I have in the image above. 

I set the O.G.L Poly setting to 50.0%, but you must decide yourself what works best. In the left image you can see that the  
edge has rounded curve with the additional segments.

While I am here I Reconnect these Points, press letter L on your keyboard to Connect.

Continued in next chapter.
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